
North Kingston Choir 
Meeting Minutes 

Friday 16th September 2016 
8.00 pm at Emma Richard’s home 

 
 
Present 

Jem Goddard (JG) – Chair 
Jessica Bate (JB) – Musical Director 
Daisy Morris (DM) – Events Officer 
Vanessa Hartley (VH) - Treasurer 
Emma Richards (ER) – Social Secretary 
Simon Thomas (ST) – Secretary 
Alan Waterman (AW) – Membership Officer 

 

1. Welcome 

2. Apologies – Tristan Bate (TB) – Communications Officer 

3. Actions from previous meeting (ST) 

 AW to Confirm dates with Fern Hill - 12 September (no rehearsal on 24 October for half-

term) until 5 December inclusive (12 weeks) plus possibility of extra rehearsal on 8 Dec - 

COMPLETE 

 AW to confirm whether music stands and white board can be used – COMPLETE - AW has 

checked with Corinne and there are no issues 

 AW to Confirm key holder with Fern Hill - note AW has asked Jim Hawthorne to be back-

up key holder. COMPLETE 

 VH to cancel Tudor Hall bookings - COMPLETE 

 AW to fill places as they become available when members leave – COMPLETE, see 

membership report 

 DM to liaise with Rose Theatre staff and plan flyers/publicity for Christmas concert - 

ongoing 

4. Music Report (JB) 

Music is purchased for this term. Most of the Soundcloud recordings are done. Continue to 

seek volunteers for Soundcloud recordings and rehearsal warm ups. Member recordings on 

Soundcloud are easier to follow than the Chorus Online versions. Continue to struggle to find 

long-term regular pianist. We can use a professional pianist for performances and the lead-

up. Discussion about whether a rehearsal pianist adds value given that JB often makes 

spontaneous amendments. Decision for the time being to use JB in rehearsals and to utilise 

Henry Toazer nearer to performances. JB to make enquiries with Henry Toazer re availability 

for Christmas concerts. 

5. Choir video (JB) 

General enthusiasm for this idea, discussion about when to do it. Christmas term feels rather 

busy. Orsa is a good candidate for helping with the production. ST suggested using a song 

from this term, but not recording it until early next term. JG said if we pick a popular or topical 
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song then we will get more hits. Decision that we will leave until next term but keep under 

review. ST to make enquiries with Kingston College regarding students who might be able to 

assist with production of video 

6. Vocal workshop with Richard Swan (JB) 

Richard Swan has offered to run a vocal workshop for us. JB says it would be good to have a 

male to run this (for variety). ER said that members warmed to him at Hampton Court. More 

general discussion about the merits of vocal workshop in general. ST said he didn’t get much 

out of the last workshop. JB feels it keeps the choir fresh. ER said a focus on performance 

rather than vocal technique might be useful. JG said why do we want this, JB reminded us that 

she isn’t a professional and the choir might benefit from fresh and professional input. VH 

asked whether vocal workshops assist with cover when JB is unavailable. JB acknowledged 

this but says she wants to benefit from visiting directors too. AW said he thought visiting input 

would be beneficial but there is a lot of pressure to get concert ready. VH said that in the 

summer term perhaps we had too many songs, which created pressure, longer rehearsals, 

and introduced mistakes. Decision to pursue this. Richard Swan isn’t available on Monday 

evening. JB to make further enquiries with Richard Swan re an afternoon session early next 

term. ER suggests opening to waiting list. JB also to make enquiries regarding other vocal work 

shop options for Monday evening. 

7. Finance Report (VH) – there is approx. £2,300 in the bank. There is £224 to come from fees. 

Projection for end of term is approx £1500 based on projected spending. Fern Hill is £50 per 

session. There are 6 subscriptions outstanding. VH will speak to TB re website payment. VB 

confirms we received £150 payment from Kingston Council for expenses re bandstand 

concert. VH, AW and JG are all signatories on the bank account, have access to online account 

for audit and scrutiny purposes. We are continuing to build up a reserve which is good, there 

is no need to increase fees at this stage. Discussion re paying annually; JG said the survey 

indicated a preference for termly payments.  

8. Gift Aid (VH/All) – VH said she tried to register on HMRC but was unable to do so because we 

don’t have trustees. They are required to pass a fit and proper test. We then need to reflect 

our trustees in the constitution. Discussion as to whether we meet the criteria; our choir 

director is not paid, we do not get personal gain, so yes we do. We can claim this 

retrospectively, circa £900 for the last year alone. JB observes that not all choir members will 

be tax payers. Decision that we still want to do this. Trustees will be JG, AW, VH. VH to 

continue to research Gift Aid options and to submit application. 

9. Membership report (AW) – We are at full strength; 30 females, 16 males, 4 band members. 

There are 2 new members attending next Monday. We have 17 females on waiting list, 0 

males. It remains closed. TB to advertise for more male members over social media. Average 

attendance is 31.79, min is 23 and max is 39. We lost 2 female members and 3 male members 

over the summer. Discussion about whether we should give preferential membership to those 

who are able to commit to more rehearsals. Currently our constitution does not stipulate any 

attendance. Risk of penalising those who are honest. ER suggests that we tell people to come 

along for as much as they can, but if they don’t feel prepared for concert then sit out. ER 
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suggested we give waiting list members a trial because this might self-weed. This might create 

false hope however, and there is plenty of information about the choir on the internet. 

10. Folders (TB) – the Making Music folders can be embossed with NKC and cost £5 each. However 

they have a string on the inside spine for holding copies so this wouldn’t be practical for loose 

sheet music. Discussion about folders with plastic pockets – ST observed that this is difficult 

for annotating music. AW to continue research on folders. JB observes that it would be nice 

to incorporate our logo. 

11. Events Report (DM) – JB confirms that Rose Theatre is booked, it is 1145 start for 45 minutes. 

DM to continue to progress publicity and other arrangements. 

12. Additional Christmas performances – JB stated that options for additional performance at 

John Lewis or Eden Walk. Kew Gardens have also offered, they requested a daytime 

performance, this would only work in a weekend however. JG said that perhaps our second 

performance should broaden our appeal base beyond friends and family. DM to find out more 

details about Kew Gardens as a possible venue for second Christmas performance. Discussion 

about how many (if any) additional Christmas performances to do. ST said it is a busy period 

and we should avoid burnout. Decision that it should be 1 other. DM to explore further 

options for second Christmas performance with John Lewis and Kew Gardens and Surbiton 

station and make proposal by mid October. 

13. Timing of summer term performance and venue (JB) – decision is to have one summer concert 

to avoid the pressure that we experienced this year. Also gives room for a festival/tour (see 

below). 

14. Festival / tour (All) – we are keen to explore this option in lieu of the second summer concert 

of previous years. Hannah and Rachel Mahoney have been looking at different options for a 

weekend away, incorporating small festivals or events. Options are limited, but one option is 

Guildford Festival in July. Another suggestion is to simply go to an interesting location e.g. 

Brighton for a day, and busk! Or hire a quiet retreat type place, we attend as a choir, perhaps 

a visiting musical director attends, perhaps a yoga input etc – this would be £250 for a 

weekend minimum. Advantages of Brighton day is that it is not too much of a commitment, it 

is more manageable and affordable, allows people with families to return the same day, but 

others could stay over if preferred. It would be good to book/provide transport so that people 

don’t have to worry about this. Decision is to have a day trip next summer. Hannah and Rachel 

to further explore dates and options around preference for choir day trip to Brighton or 

similar. 

15. Social Events Report (ER) – next social is 30th September, currently 17 attendees which cover 

minimum spend. JB says we should collect the money in advance. Risk of people not 

attending, increasing cost for others, because food is pre-ordered. Decision that money will 

be collected over the next 2 Mondays. JM will collect the money, pay into his bank account, 

and pay on his card. ER will confirm final numbers after the second Monday, once we have 

confirmed who has paid up. Christmas party – decision to go for 16 December and go for The 

Cardinal. ER to make booking. 
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16. Website and communications (TB) – TB to confirm to VH whether any money is owed for 

website renewal. 

17. Grant from RBK (JB) – JG said an application was submitted for £750, it was a generic 

application with no specific allocation for the funds. It is now being reviewed by an 

independent body and we await an answer. 

18. Any other business – ST raises that we sometimes go over old ground, JG recommend that ST 

points this out in future. AW said the new venue might make it more difficult to hear JB in 

rehearsals. Decision to explore use of microphone. VH suggested we could have words 

projected onto screen at rear so we don’t have to rely on handheld music or explore hand-

held cards for words-only. JB suggested that we start considering next year’s committee 

members, and asked current committee members to consider whether they want to stand 

again or think of replacements. 

19. Next meeting – next meeting Friday 25 November.  

 


